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ABSTRACT
Industrial regions along the coast, such as petrochemical complexes and oil & gas facilities, are susceptible to an array of threats including
multiple storm-induced hazards (e.g., surge, wave, wind). Such hazards pose a threat to infrastructure performance leading to damage
that can have significant cascading social, environmental and economic consequences. This presentation poses multi-hazard risk
assessment frameworks for coastal industrial infrastructure, namely aboveground storage tanks (ASTs), and probes the potential for
damage, impact of mitigation, and cascading consequences within coupled built-human-natural systems. Aboveground storage tanks offer
bulk storage of hazardous materials, including a variety of fuels and chemicals, at industrial sites, and are susceptible to major damage
during severe storms (e.g. flotation, overturning, buckling) resulting in spills into the environment or surrounding communities. This
presentation explores the vulnerability of this key piece of industrial infrastructure, while highlighting the socio-political context in which
associated risks have evolved and identifying the prospects for mitigation. New models of the structural behavior and fragility of ASTs
subjected to multi-hazard storm conditions are proposed, considering storm surge, wave, wind, debris impacts, and rainfall loads.
Scenario-based and probabilistic risk assessment frameworks are presented for ASTs along the coast, using a case study in the Houston
Ship Channel region. This site includes over 4,600 tanks in the second largest petrochemical complex in the world, with neighboring
communities co-evolving as spill risks increase in time. This work uncovers new insights on the viability of procedural, structural and
protective mitigation strategies, and enhanced understanding of the factors and conditions that affect risks to industrial infrastructure and
surrounding communities in hurricane prone regions.
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